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Periodic density functional embedding theory for complete active space
self-consistent field and configuration interaction calculations:
Ground and excited states

Thorsten Klüner,a) Niranjan Govind,b) Yan Alexander Wang,c) and Emily A. Carter
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90095-1159

~Received 3 August 2001; accepted 3 October 2001!

We extend our recently reported embedding theory@J. Chem. Phys.110, 7677~1999!# to calculate
not only improved descriptions of ground states, but now also localized excited states in a
periodically infinite condensed phase. A local region of the solid is represented by a small cluster for
which high quality quantum chemical calculations are performed. The interaction of the cluster with
the extended condensed phase is taken into account by an effective embedding potential. This
potential is calculated by periodic density functional theory~DFT! and is used as a one-electron
operator in subsequent cluster calculations. Among a variety of benchmark calculations, we
investigate a CO molecule adsorbed on a Pd~111! surface. By performing complete active space
self-consistent field, configuration interaction~CI!, and Møller–Plesset perturbation theory of order
n (MP-n), we not only were able to obtain accurate adsorption energies via local corrections to
DFT, but also vertical excitation energies for an internal~5s→2p* ! excitation within the adsorbed
CO molecule. We demonstrate that our new scheme is an efficient and accurate approach for the
calculation of local excited states in bulk metals and on metal surfaces. Additionally, a systematic
means of improving locally on ground state properties is provided. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1420748#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental and theoretical investigations of elem
tary molecule–surface interaction events such as adsorp
diffusion, and surface chemical reactions provide fundam
tal insight into various phenomena, extending from hete
geneous catalysis to materials degradation and growth,
on to surface photochemistry. One prototype extensiv
studied because of its role especially in catalysis, is the
teraction of carbon monoxide with transition metal surfac
A great amount of experimental data has been obtained
CO adsorption on metals, including binding energies~via
thermal desorption spectroscopy or microcalorimetry!, elec-
tronic structure ~via photoemission spectroscopy!, vibra-
tional frequencies~via high resolution electron energy loss
infrared spectroscopies!, and preferred adsorption sites~via,
e.g., low energy electron diffraction!. In many cases, a mi
croscopic interpretation of the experimental results bene
from state-of-the-art simulations. Representative papers
mentioned in Ref. 1, with a focus on the particular syst
chosen for investigation in this paper, which is adsorption
CO on Pd~111!.

It is currently possible to calculate ground state prop
ties such as adsorption energies, vibrational frequencies,
equilibrium geometries of adsorbate–substrate systems
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first principles. Such calculations are far more demand
than the corresponding ones in the gas phase due to the
ence of the surface.Ab initio calculations for small mol-
ecules in the gas phase often can predict bond dissocia
energies and reaction energy barriers with an accuracy
about 0.05 eV~chemical accuracy!, but this requires an ac
curate treatment of electron correlation@e.g., by means of
coupled cluster~CC! theory or multireference single an
double excitation configuration interaction~MRSDCI!#. Un-
fortunately, these traditional quantum chemistry methods
hibit a highly nonlinear scaling of the computational effo
when the system size is increased. Thus, in calculation
adsorbate-surface interactions only a small part of the se
infinite surface can be taken into account explicitly or, alt
natively, a more approximate theory has to be used. Den
functional theory~DFT! within the Kohn–Sham~KS! for-
malism using approximate exchange-correlation function
and periodic supercell models is probably the most succ
ful approximate theory for bulk materials, surfaces, and
terfaces. It has a favorable scaling behavior with respec
the system size and is a ‘‘first principles’’ method in th
sense that it uses no input from experiment as other se
empirical methods do. We still prefer to distinguish DF
from ab initio ~i.e., traditional quantum chemical! methods,
since in DFT the exact exchange-correlation functional
unknown and the results obtained sometimes dep
strongly on the approximate functional used. Despite rec
developments in the design of new exchange-correla
functionals,2 DFT in general suffers from this ambiguity
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Once the exchange-correlation functional has been chose
is not possible to improve a given result by applying a we
defined hierarchy of methods including more and more e
tron correlation. This systematic improvement is possible
traditional quantum chemistry, though, where Hartree–F
~HF! theory serves as a first approximation and static
dynamical correlation effects are introduced via multico
figuration self-consistent field~MCSCF! or complete active
space SCF~CASSCF! and CC or MRSDCI, respectively.

The second main drawback of DFT is that, in contras
ab initio theory, the calculation of wave functions and en
gies for electronic excited states is less well establish
Time-dependent DFT~TDDFT! ~Ref. 3! and the GW ap-
proximation to the self-energy4 are promising techniques, bu
a systematic treatment of condensed matter excited e
tronic states~especially localized ones! and excited state po
tential energy surfaces~PES! is not available, especially
given that exchange-correlation functionals have been
signed for—and/or take as input—ground state densities3~b!

TDDFT is based on linear response~LR! theory, with its
attendant limitations, e.g., excited states involving multico
figurational character will be poorly described, as will a
states that differ markedly~beyond the LR regime! from the
KS ground state. It is also unclear whether residual spin c
tamination present in the ground state KS determinant
carry over within LR response to spin contaminated exci
state solutions. Single particle Green’s function approac
within DFT and the GW approximation4~a! yield observables
for Ne→Ne61 transitions, i.e., they are comparable to ph
toemission or inverse photoemission experiments, but do
yield excitation energies that conserve the number of e
trons. Very recently, first principles optical spectra for de
calised band states and for molecules have been calcu
using 1- and 2-particle Green’s functions derived fro
DFT.4~b! These do correspond to calculations of excited sta
that conserve particle number. Also recently, semicondu
and insulator band gaps close to experimental values w
obtained using a semiempirical DFT functional~B3LYP!.5

This should be regarded as fortuitous, since the experime
band gaps are derived from photoemission/inverse ph
emission experiments or optical absorption measureme
where the former measure energy differences between s
that do not conserve particle number and where the la
measures energy differences that involve an excitation
does conserve particle number. By contrast, the theore
band gap reported in these studies is the difference betw
two orbital energies for the neutral system. These values
not directly comparable, as the theory ignores many-b
relaxation effects present in each of the experimental m
surements. Moreover, the B3LYP functional, which mixes
some Hartree–Fock exchange, cannot be applied to me
as Hartree-Fock solutions for such systems are unstable~e.g.,
exhibiting artificial charge density waves and the density
states at the Fermi surface diverges!.6 Alternatively, quantum
Monte Carlo~QMC! ~Ref. 7! has been applied in order t
estimate delocalized band excitation energies based on
plicitly correlated wave functions.8~a! A promising approach
for insulators and semiconductors has been reported by
tlett and co-workers,8~b! where the band gaps for polyme
Downloaded 11 Dec 2003 to 137.82.31.65. Redistribution subject to AI
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are markedly improved compared to HF or DFT by usi
periodic second order perturbation theory. A recently p
posed method for calculating the special case of nondeg
erate excited singlet states in a Kohn–Sham formalis9

based on Slater transition state theory and related schem10

should not be regarded as a solution. This method solves
a wave function~and its associated energy! that is not a spin
eigenfunction and therefore cannot be expected to prov
accurate excited state properties.

For studying localized phenomena on surfaces,ab initio
embedded clusters may be more appropriate descript
than supercell DFT models. However, the validity of t
cluster approach depends on the electronic structure typ
the solid. For covalent materials, cluster models show so
dependence on the size of the cluster used; however,
localized electronic structure of covalent solids suggests
with proper ‘‘embedding’’ or termination of the cluster~e.g.,
tying off dangling bonds with hydrogen atoms!, such models
can be quite accurate~see, e.g., Ref. 11!. For ionic systems
with a localized electronic structure, small clusters can g
accurate results for adsorption geometries and energies, i
long-range electrostatic interaction of the adsorbate and
surface is simulated by a point charge field. Furthermo
such embedded cluster models can be used for a succe
calculation of electronic excited states of adsorbate–sur
systems, which lays the foundation of a microscopic und
standing of surface spectroscopy and photochemistry. O
recently has the basic mechanism of the most simple ph
chemical reaction~laser-induced desorption of small mo
ecules adsorbed on oxide surfaces! been clarified by exten-
sive CI embedded cluster calculations, where a cluster
embedded in a point charge array to mimic the long-ran
Madelung field. It was possible to construct multidime
sional potential energy surfaces for the ground and repre
tative excited electronic states, which could be used in s
sequent time-dependent wave packet calculations.12

Few calculations for models of adsorbate excited sta
on metal surfaces have been reported before this wor13

since an embedding scheme for systems with delocal
electronic structure is by no means straightforward. Fin
metal clusters without any embedding do not retain the lo
ranged delocalized electronic structure, and hence result
interactions with adsorbates tend to vary drastically w
cluster size.14 Thus the need for such embedding schemes
metals has made ground state embedded cluster calcula
for metals and metal surfaces an active area
research.15~a!,15~b! An extensive overview of the literature i
this field was given in our recent publications,13,16 where we
introduced17 a new embedding theory, which efficientl
bridges the gap between periodic DFT and conventionalab
initio theory. In this paper, we report on recent techni
improvements of our theory~e.g., extension to CASSCF an
CI embedding! and on the extension of applications of th
method to localized electronic excited states. Su
adsorbate-on-metal excited states have been modeled p
ously using embedded cluster models and CI,15~a! but these
previous calculations did not treat the background as an
finite periodic crystal@i.e. either cluster-in-cluster or ‘‘dipped
adcluster’’ embedding15~a!#. Alternative approaches to excite
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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states in the condensed phase@e.g., GW theory~Ref. 4! and
TDDFT ~Ref. 3!# are meant for delocalized bandlike excite
states or isolated molecules; to our knowledge the met
presented here provides the only~complementary! approach
to accurately determine excited states of an isolated ad
bate or impurity.18

The paper is organized as follows: A brief review of t
general features of our embedding theory and the exten
to CASSCF, CI, and excited states is given in Sec. II. T
calculational details on the cluster and periodic slab mod
used in our study are provided in Sec. III. Results of cal
lations for the benchmark system CO/Pd~111! appear in Sec.
IV. We offer conclusions and perspectives for further im
provements in Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Formulation

In our embedding theory, the total system is partition
in two regions. Region I denotes the region of interest~e.g.,
the adsorption site!, where accurate quantum chemical clu
ter calculations~HF, CASSCF, CI or MP-n! are performed.
The periodically infinite background is referred to as reg
II. With this partitioning, the total energyEtot is defined for-
mally as

Etot5^C totuĤ I1Ĥ II1Ĥ INTuC tot&5EI1EII1EINT , ~1!

whereĤ INT andEINT denote the Hamiltonian and energy
interaction between regions I and II, and whereĤ I , Ĥ II and
EI , EII refer to the Hamiltonian and energy within regions
and II, respectively. The key quantity of our embeddi
theory is the interaction energy, since the presence of re
II influences region I solely by the interaction Hamiltonia
In a DFT framework, the interaction energy functional c
be written as follows:

EINT5TS
INT1ENE

INT1EXC
INT1JINT1ENN

INT . ~2!

TS , ENE, EXC , J, ENN are the noninteracting kinetic
electron–nuclear attraction, exchange-correlation, Coulo
repulsion, and nuclear–nuclear repulsion energy function
respectively. Corresponding expressions exist for the t
energy functional and the energy functionals in region I a
region II.

According to Eq.~1!, the interaction energy functiona
can be expressed as

EINT5Etot@r tot#2EI@rI] 2EII@rII ] , ~3!

where each energy functional contains the correspond
terms defined in Eq.~2!. The total densityr tot5rI1rII is
obtained from a periodic DFT calculation and is kept fixed
the entire scheme,16 which assumes that it is already a go
approximation to the exact density. In the future, we plan
lift this requirement, so that the total density will be dynam
cally updated as well. This basic idea is presented in m
detail in Sec. V.

Physically, we desire to know the effect of the infini
surroundings on the region of interest~in terms of how it
altersr I!. This effect manifests itself energetically in term
of EINT and changes inr I due to the presence of region I
Downloaded 11 Dec 2003 to 137.82.31.65. Redistribution subject to AI
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Therefore, the embedding potential,v̂emb, which describes
the effect of the surroundings, is defined16,17as the functional
derivative ofEINT with respect tor I ,

v̂emb5
dEINT

drI
5

dTS@r tot#

dr tot
2

dTS@r I#

drI
1

dENE@r tot#

dr tot

2
dENE@rI#

drI
1

dEXC@r tot#

dr tot
2

dEXC@rI#

drI

1
dJ@r tot#

dr tot
2

dJ@r I#

drI
5

dTS@r tot#

dr tot
2

dTS@r I#

drI

1~VNE
tot 2VNE

I !1~VXC
tot 2VXC

I !1~VH
tot2VH

I !,

~4!

where VNE, VXC , and VH denote the nuclear–electron
exchange–correlation, and Hartree potentials, respectiv
As shown in Eq.~4!, the embedding potential arising from
region II is the difference between the potentials obtain
from the total system and from the cluster in region I. In o
current implementation, the terms containingr tot are calcu-
lated once and for all from a periodic DFT calculatio
whereas the terms containingr I are updated self-
consistently. The only exception is the kinetic energy pot
tial, dTS@r I#/drI , which is also kept frozen after being ca
culated once~see Sec. II C for a detailed discussion!.

This definition of the embedding operator has importa
implications. We approximate the total energy of the syst
as

Etot'Etot
emb5EI

ab1EII
DFT1EINT

DFT , ~5!

i.e., in the presence of the embedding potential, the t
energy is the sum of theab initio energy of region I and the
DFT energies of region II and the interaction part, resp
tively. Rewriting Eq.~5! by adding and subtracting the DF
energy of region I (EI

DFT), we obtain

Etot
emb5EI

DFT1EII
DFT1EINT

DFT1EI
ab2EI

DFT

5Etot
DFT1~EI

ab2EI
DFT!. ~6!

Thus, the embedding theory can be regarded as a local
rection to the total DFT energy by anab initio treatment of
region I, whereEI

ab and EI
DFT are calculated from densitie

obtained self-consistently in the presence of the embedd
potential, v̂emb. This form of the total energy, written as
total energy at a ‘‘lower’’ level of theory plus a correctio
term is reminiscent of that used in QM/MM~Ref. 19! or
ONIOM-type20 schemes. What distinguishes our techniq
from the latter is the explicit introduction of the interactio
of the surroundings with the region of interest via an emb
ding potential, while the former scheme typically uses onl
point charge electrostatic embedding potential.

B. Embedding at different levels of theory

We now describe howv̂emb enters theab initio calcula-
tions in region I for different levels of theory. As a firs
approximation to an accurate description of region I, we u
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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45J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 1, 1 January 2002 Periodic density functional embedding theory
ally apply Hartree–Fock~HF! theory. The embedding opera
tor enters the HF equations as an additive term to the F
matrix,16

(
n

~Fmn1Mmn!Cn,i5e i(
n

SmnCn,i , ~7!

where Fmn and Smn denote the Fock- and overlap-matr
elements in the Gaussian atomic orbital basis.e i and Cn,i

denote the orbital energy and the molecular orbital expan
coefficients for theith molecular orbital~MO!, respectively.
Mmn is the matrix representation of the embedding poten
in the atomic orbital basis, i.e.,

Mmn5^xmuv̂embuxn&. ~8!

Sincev̂emb contains terms dependent on the densityr I , Mmn

is updated in each iteration until self-consistency is achiev
Post-HF perturbative corrections (MP-n) are subsequently
calculated using the Hartree–Fock molecular orbitalsw i ob-
tained in the presence of the embedding potential,

w i5(
n

Cn,ixn . ~9!

This can be done straightforwardly since only the tw
electron integrals have to be transformed to the MO-basi
order to obtain the perturbation energies.

The situation for CI and CASSCF is altogether differe
In order to calculate the matrix elements of the electro
Hamiltonian, the one-electron embedding integrals have
be transformed as well, i.e.,

^w i uĥ1 v̂embuw j&5(
m

(
n

Cm,i* Cn, j^xmuĥ1 v̂embuxn&.

~10!

For a single reference CI calculation, this is done once
for all, after the MO’s have been obtained by a preceding
calculation. For CASSCF calculations, we must do an in
gral transformation every iteration, since the MO expans
coefficients change as well. Usually then the CASSCF d
sity is used for the construction of the embedding potent

Of course, CASSCF and CI can be used for the calcu
tion of excited states. However, it is not immediately obvio
how to construct an appropriate embedding potential for
cited states, sincev̂emb is formulated in a DFT-like~and
therefore ground-state-like! scheme. Throughout this pape
we use the approximation that ground state embedding
erators are applicable to excited state calculations as we
strategy to improve upon this approximation will be d
cussed in Sec. V.

C. Embedding potential

Details on the implementation of the individual potent
terms in Eq.~4! can be found in a previous paper.16 Briefly,
the Hartree potential was evaluated in Fourier space, as
scribed previously. The exchange-correlation contribution
the embedding potential,dEXC

INT@rI#/drI , is treated at the LDA
or GGA level, consistent with the functional used in the p
riodic DFT calculation. The LDA potential is accurately ca
culated on a Becke-type radial grid,21 whereas the GGA
Downloaded 11 Dec 2003 to 137.82.31.65. Redistribution subject to AI
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potential is calculated on a uniform grid in real spa
for convenience. The ion–electron potential,v̂NE

II

5dENE
INT@rI#/drI is represented by conventional norm

conserving pseudopotentials.22 The radial part of the pseudo
potential was fitted to spherical Gaussians using a nonlin
least-squares optimization. This form of the pseudopoten
is necessary for compatibility with the modified version
the HONDO quantum-chemical program package used
the embedding calculations.23

We now elaborate on the evaluation of the kinetic ene
potential, dTS

INT@rI#/drI , since here we use a different ap
proach from that employed in our earlier work. Since t
exact kinetic energy density functional~KEDF! is not known
~similar to the exchange-correlation functional!, an approxi-
mate form has to be used. We apply the conventional gr
ent expansion~CGE! up to second order,24

TS
approx@r#5TTF@r#1 1

9TvW@r,¹r#, ~11!

where

TTF@r#5
3~3p!2/3

10 E r~r !5/3dr5CFE r~r !5/3dr

is the Thomas–Fermi functional and

TvW5
1

8 E u¹r~r !u2

r~r !
dr ,

the von Weizsa¨cker functional. The corresponding approx
mate kinetic energy potential turns out to be

dTS
approx@r#

dr
5

dTTF@r#

dr
1

1

9

dTvW@r,¹r#

dr

5
5

3
CFr~r !2/31

1

72F u¹r~r !u2

r~r !2 22
¹2r~r !

r~r ! G
5VTF1 1

9VvW , ~12!

where

VTF5 5
3CFr~r !2/3

and

VvW5
1

8 F u¹r~r !u2

r~r !2 22
¹2r~r !

r~r ! G
denote the Thomas–Fermi and von Weizsa¨cker kinetic en-
ergy potentials, respectively.

Given the total densityr tot and theab initio densityr I ,
the evaluation of the interaction kinetic energy potential
now feasible from

dTS
INT

drI
5

dTS@r tot#

dr tot
2

dTS@r I#

drI
. ~13!

Unfortunately, we encountered a severe problem wh
pseudovalence densities~those densities arising from use o
a pseudopotential! are inserted in Eq.~13!. The use of
pseudopotentials is an intrinsic approximation in ma
plane-wave-based DFT codes, akin to typical effective c
potentials~ECP’s! present in many quantum chemistry pr
grams. The effect of the nucleus and core electrons is
placed by a nonlocal pseudopotential~or ECP!, which turns
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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46 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 1, 1 January 2002 Klüner et al.
out to be a very good approximation in most applicatio
For our purposes, however, we found that the von We
säcker potential exhibits singularities close to the nuclei
pseudo-valence densities are used for the construction o
kinetic energy potential.

In order to investigate the origin of this phenomenon,
performed atomic calculations where we could calcul
these potentials with high accuracy from all-electron a
pseudo-valence densities. The Kohn–Sham equations
solved numerically.25 Figure 1 shows the all-electron radi
densityr 2

•r(r ) for a Pd atom and the corresponding pseu
valence density when norm-conserving pseudopotentia22

are used. In the valence region, the all-electron and pse
valence densities are almost indistinguishable. The
electron wave function and the pseudovalence wave func
are forced to match at distances larger thanr c52.39 bohr.
Because of the pseudopotential, the pseudovalence de
rapidly decays to zero in the core region. The calcula
kinetic energy potentials for the pseudovalence density
shown in Fig. 2~a!. Because of the rapid decay of the dens
the gradient-containing terms in the von Weizsa¨cker potential
become artificially large and are even amplified since th
are divided by the small density in the core region. This is
be contrasted with the behavior of the all-electron kine
energy potentials shown in Fig. 2~b!, where we see that th
Thomas–Fermi potential always dominates the CGE and
von Weizsa¨cker potential never exhibits singularities.

This pseudopotential artifact mentioned above can
overcome by considering the convergence radius of the c
ventional gradient expansion. Following Hohenberg a
Kohn,24 the CGE can be applied only ifu¹ru/kFr!1, with
kF being the Fermi-wave-vectorkF5(3p2r)1/3. We use a
similar condition~based on potentials for convenience! as a
truncation criterion for the CGE, i.e.,

FIG. 1. Pd atom: Radial Kohn–Sham DFT~PW91! densities. Full line: all
electron density; dashed line: pseudovalence density. The densitie
forced to match at distances larger thanr c52.39 bohr.
Downloaded 11 Dec 2003 to 137.82.31.65. Redistribution subject to AI
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dTS
approx@r#

dr
5H VTF1

1

9
VvW if

VvW

VTE
<1

VTF if
VvW

VTF
.1.

~14!

Numerical tests for the Pd atom show that in practice, t
truncation criterion is very similar to the Hohenberg–Ko
condition. The resulting potential for the locally truncate
CGE@Eq. ~14!# is shown in Fig. 2~a! as well. The potential is
now well-behaved close to the nucleus. From Fig. 2~a!, it is
clear that for small distances and in the asymptotic regi
we should use the Thomas–Fermi potential only. For m
erate distances, the CGETTF1 1

9TvW is applicable. However,
close inspection of Fig. 2~a! shows that the locally truncate
CGE exhibits kinks at the truncation points. This turns out
be no problem in practice, since in our embedding calcu
tions the kinetic energy potentials due to bothr tot andr I are

are

FIG. 2. Pd atom: Kohn–Sham DFT~PW91! kinetic energy potentials ob-
tained from~a! the pseudovalence density and~b! the all-electron density.
Full line: locally truncated conventional gradient expansion~CGE! potential
~a! or full CGE potential~b!; dashed line: von Weizsa¨cker potential; long
dashed line: Thomas–Fermi kinetic energy potential.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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calculated on the rather coarse uniform grid in Fourier sp
~the one used in the periodic DFT calculation!. For this rea-
son, these kinks are not resolved.

One further approximation in the construction of the a
proximate kinetic energy potential was found to be nec
sary. In Sec. II A, we pointed out that in general all embe
ding potential terms containingr tot are kept frozen, wherea
all terms containingr I are updated self-consistently. Th
only exception isdTS@r I#/drI , i.e., the kinetic energy poten
tial calculated from theab initio density. We found empiri-
cally that a self-consistent update of this term genera
yields inferior results compared to a frozen density calcu
tion. In other words, we employ the approximation th
dTS@r I#/drI5dTS@r I

0#/drI
0, wherer I

0 denotes the converge
ab initio density in region I in the absence of the embedd
potential, which is usually the initial density in our sel
consistent embedding scheme. So, similar to the embed
terms containingr tot , dTS@r I

0#/drI
0 is calculated once and fo

all at the beginning of an embedding calculation. While su
a procedure seems to be quite arbitrary, it is known in
literature that inserting ‘‘good’’ densities into the CGE giv
much better kinetic energies than a self-consistent schem26

We assume in the present work that this is true not only
kinetic energy functionals but also for their correspond
potentials.

A crucial test justifying these various approximatio
will be presented in Sec. IV A.

III. CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

A. Periodic DFT calculation

The first step in our benchmark study of CO on
Pd~111! surface is a periodic DFT calculation, for which th
CASTEP program package has been used.27 We model the
Pd~111! surface with a three layer slab containing 8 Pd ato
per layer. Convergence studies with respect to the numbe
layers show that a three layer slab is sufficiently thick
accurately calculate properties such as adsorption geome
and energies. A CO molecule is placed at an fcc hollow
on one side of the slab corresponding to a coverage of 0
monolayers~Fig. 3!. The simulation cell, which is periodi
cally repeated in three dimensions, was sufficiently la
~5.52 Å39.55 Å316.00 Å! so that the interaction betwee
periodic slab images normal to the Pd~111! surface was neg
ligible. In order to obtain an accurate densityr tot , a plane
wave cutoff of Ecut5700 eV and a surface Brillouin zon
sampling containing 9 specialk-points was used. As men
tioned in Sec. II C, nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopot
tials were used to replace the core electrons and nuclei. S
surface relaxation effects were found to be unimportant
the adsorption energy and geometry of CO on the Pd~111!
surface,1,2~a! the substrate geometry has been chosen to
identical to the experimental bulk lattice constant. Howev
a full geometry optimization has been performed for the
sorbed CO molecule using the PW91 GGA exchan
correlation functional.28 From these calculations, we find a
adsorption energy ofDEslab

DFT521.71 eV and a linear geom
etry defined by the interatomic distancesd(C–O!51.172 Å
and carbon–surface distanced(C–S!51.362 Å. This is in
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reasonable agreement with other theoretical and experim
tal data. Loffredaet al.1 found in a DFT study the opti-
mized distancesd(C–O!51.189 Å andd(C–S!51.296 Å.
Experimental results are reported to be abo
d(C–O!5~1.1560.05! Å and d(C–S!5~1.2960.05! Å.29~a!

B. Embedded cluster calculation

The second step in our embedding scheme is a quan
chemical cluster calculation for region I in the presence
the embedding potential. The smallest cluster consists
three Pd atoms of the fcc hollow site (Pd3) and the CO
molecule. The cluster size convergence was studied for
cited state calculations by including the three Pd atoms
jacent to the three Pd atoms of the adsorption site, in
second metal layer, resulting in a Pd6 cluster. All core elec-
trons are replaced by large core ECP’s,29~b!,30 and for an ac-
curate description of the valence electrons, a double-zeta
sis set turns out to be sufficient.31 The basis set superpositio
error ~BSSE! for interaction energies is<0.1 eV in this basis
set, as evaluated via the counterpoise correction of Boys
Bernardi.32 The BSSE is so small that we did not use gho
functions at the atomic sites adjacent to the cluster, wh
was found to be necessary in our previous work.16 Note that
use of standard quantum chemical ECP’s in the cluster
culations introduces an inconsistency in our approach, s
Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials22 have been used in th
periodic slab calculations. However, using ECP’s in regio
was found to yield better results for the properties of intere
especially with respect to vertical excitation energies. In S
IV B, we discuss the problem of validity of ECP’s an
Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials in~any! quantum chemi-
cal or DFT calculations of excited states.

All embedded cluster calculations were performed w
a modified version of the HONDO quantum chemical pr
gram package.23 We carried out embedded cluster grou
state calculations within Hartree–Fock or MP-n theory,
though of course our newly implemented CASSCF and
embedding theory could have been employed also.

FIG. 3. Pd~111!/CO: the slab model containing 3 Pd layers with 8 atoms p
layer. The CO molecule adsorbs at an fcc hollow site with the molecular
parallel to the surface normal. The stars indicate unoccupied fcc ho
sites.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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C. Local correction term for ground state energetics

Once theab initio energy in region I in the presence o
the embedding potential,EI

ab@r I#, has been calculated
EI

DFT@rI] must be obtained for the construction of the loc
correction term,EI

ab@r I#2EI
DFT@rI] , according to Eq.~6!.

This is performed by calculation of a Kohn–Sham DFT e
ergy expectation value for the converged densityr I

ab , i.e.,

EI
DFT@rI] 5EI

DFT@rI
ab] 5TS@r I

ab#1ENE@rI
ab] 1EXC@rI

ab]

1EH@rI
ab] 1ENN . ~15!

With the exception ofTS@r I#, and given a choice ofEXC , all
terms in Eq.~15! can be evaluated exactly in terms of th
density. However, in the evaluation of the kinetic ener
functional, the noninteracting kinetic energy,

TS52
1

2 (
i 51

N

^w i u¹2uw i& ~16!

and not the conventional gradient expansion is used to ob
accurate energies. In our current embedding scheme, th
bitals used in Eq.~16! are those obtained in an embedd
Hartree–Fock calculation. This has to be regarded as a
ther approximation, since a rigorous scheme would req
construction of an effective Kohn–Sham potentialveff from
the densityr I

ab . In a second step, one would solve for t
Kohn–Sham orbitals corresponding to thisveff , which in
turn would be used in Eq.~16!. However, this approximation
is expected to be reasonable, since in many cases Hart
Fock and Kohn–Sham orbitals turn out to be quite simila33

D. Embedded cluster excited state calculations

For the calculation of excited states corresponding
internal CO excitations, we first obtained the MO’s in
embedded CASSCF~10/7! calculation, where the 3s, 4s, 5s,
1p, and 2p* -like orbitals of the CO molecule are included
the active space. To facilitate the identification of the MO
that should be included in the active space, an initial gu
wave function corresponding to a large molecule-surface
tance (R51000 bohr) was constructed. The well separa
MO’s were helpful in designing the active space in the s
sequent CASSCF calculations, since at very large distan
no mixing with Pd MO’s occurs.

The embedded CASSCF density matrix was obtained
averaging the density matrices for the electronic ground s
and the excited state of interest~in this case the1P-state! for
the CO molecule with equal weights. After obtaining t
MO’s under the influence of the embedding potential,
performed a valence CI calculation with the same act
space as in the preceding CASSCF calculation, but now
embedding operators are constructed by using a grou
state-like single determinant reference configuration with
CASSCF MO’s. This corresponds to a ground-state emb
ding potential as pointed out in Sec. II B. Exploratory calc
lations using nonground-state-like embedding potent
~e.g., excited state density matrices! gave far less consisten
results.

Vertical excitation energies for the Pd3/CO and Pd6/CO
systems are obtained by the calculation of the correspon
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eigenvalues of the CI-matrix. This calculation of vertical e
citation energies is different from the evaluation of adso
tion energies according to Eq.~6!. Whereas the calculation o
adsorption energies is a local correction to the total D
energy, the evaluation of vertical excitation energies utiliz
the idea of performing CI calculations for a small clust
under the presence of an effective~ground-state-like! embed-
ding potential. In other words, the excitation energies
obtained directly from the energy difference between the e
beddedab initio total energies for region I,EI

ab , for the two
states. An extension of this scheme will be discussed in
final section of this paper.

E. Benchmark calculations on gas phase CO

In order to judge the influence of our rather small ba
set and the neglect of dynamical correlation effects on ve
cal excitation energies, we performed extensive benchm
calculations for the CO molecule in the gas phase using
MOLCAS ~Ref. 34! and HONDO program packages. Th
C–O distance used corresponds to the experimental valu
1.128 Å. Various states were calculated using four differ
basis sets~listed in Table I!. The influence of dynamical cor
relation effects was investigated by extensive MRSDCI c
culations. The reference configuration space was gener
by CAS~10/8! calculations using the same active orbit
space as in the embedded cluster calculations~i.e., the 3s,
4s, 1p, 5s, 2p* -orbitals!, as well as the 6s* -MO. This
choice of active space is discussed further in the next sec
For the largest basis set~basis IV!, the CI expansion contain
between 6.5 million CSF’s@for the D 1D-state with a
CAS~10/8! reference space of 272 CSFs# and 12.5 million
CSF’s@for theb 3S1-state with a CAS~10/8! reference space
of 360 CSFs#, resulting in very accurate vertical excitatio
energies. Details are discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. RESULTS

A. COÕPd„111…: Ground state calculations

1. DFT in DFT embedding

In order to test the general validity of our approach, w
first performed a DFT-LDA calculation in region I in th
presence of the DFT-LDA embedding potential, for the pu
Pd~111! surface, as represented by a Pd3 cluster embedded in

TABLE I. Basis sets for gas phase CO calculations.

Basis I 4s4p/2s2p11d(0.8)11p(0.05) 1s ECP; SBKJCa

Basis II C: 9s5p1d/4s2p1d11p(0.034) DZP11p Dunningb

O: 9s5p1d/4s2p1d11p(0.059)

Basis III 11s6p3d2f /5s4p3d2f aug-cc-pVTZc,d

Basis IV C: 12s6p3d2f 1g/5s4p3d2f 1g
11s(0.023)11p(0.021)11d(0.015)

cc-pVQZ11s1p1dd

O: 12s6p3d2f 1g/5s4p3d2f 1g
11s(0.032)11p(0.028)11d(0.015)

aReference 31.
bReference 35.
cReference 36.
dReference 37.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the periodic slab described in Sec. III A. According to E
~6!, such a procedure should simply reproduce the result
the periodic slab DFT calculation. Of course, the correct
term in Eq.~6! is zero by construction but all other obser
ables should be identical as well. A comparison of the p
odic slab total density with the embedded cluster density
region I along a particular direction~Fig. 4! clearly demon-
strates that these densities are virtually identical. Small
ferences are likely due to the grids used in the embedd
~Becke-type! versus the DFT slab~uniform grid!. We regard
this calculation as a crucial test for our embedding sche
especially with respect to the choice of our kinetic ene
potential~Eq. 14! and the frozen density approximation a
plied for dTS@r I#/drI . It appears both approximations a
performing well for the present example, but future stud
will show whether these approximations are generally ap
cable.

2. Embedded versus nonembedded cluster
calculations: Adsorption energies

The next step in our study is a comparison of embed
and nonembedded cluster calculations with periodic slab
culations applying different levels of theory. In Table II, w
present the results for the adsorption energy,DEB , of CO on
Pd~111! using a Pd3 cluster. The calculations are performe
at the adsorption geometry optimized in a periodic slab D
calculation ~Sec. III!. Our periodic DFT result (DEB

521.71 eV) differs from the experimental adsorptio
energy38 ~DEB521.47 to21.54 eV! by about 0.2 eV. How-
ever, in other studies where different slab models, limit
coverages, plane wave cutoffs and pseudopotentials w
used, rather different results are reported2~a! (DEB5
22.07 eV), even though the same PW91 exchan
correlation functional was employed. This shows the leve
variability of results one can expect when performing D
slab calculations, due to various numerical parame
choices.

FIG. 4. DFT ~LDA ! in DFT ~LDA ! embedding calculation. The diamond
denote a slice of an embedded cluster electron density along a given d
tion; the dashed line is the same cut through a density obtained from a
slab calculation.
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By contrast, nonembedded cluster calculations exh
severe problems. While nonembedded HF-calculations g
fortuitously good results, the Møller–Plesset perturbation
ries diverges, yielding far too large values for the adsorpt
energy. The divergence can be traced back to quasidege
ate one-particle energies for the occupied and virtual orbi
resulting in artificially small energy denominators in th
MP-n perturbation energy corrections.

The embedded cluster results exhibit a different pictu
when the locally truncated CGE for the kinetic energy fun
tionals and the PW91-GGA for the exchange-correlat
functionals are applied. The adsorption energies are obta
using Eq. ~6!, i.e., the local binding energy correctio
(DEB,region I

ab initio 2DEB,region I
DFT ) is added to the DFT slab bindin

energyDEB,slab
DFT . Hartree–Fock theory overestimates the a

sorption energy (DEB522.13 eV), but the MP-n series,
which in this case does not exhibit convergence problem
the presence of the embedding potential~see Sec. IV C!,
yields results in excellent agreement with experiment. Ac
ally, the deviation from the experimental value is only on t
order of 0.05 eV, which is smaller than the intrinsic erro
~basis set, BSSE! in our calculations, and probably smalle
than the uncertainty in the experimental value.38 However,
the results have to be regarded with some caution, since
adsorption energy has been calculated at the PW91 D
equilibrium geometry obtained from a periodic slab mod
Since we did not perform a geometry optimization of t
embedded cluster, there might be a slight inconsistency
tween the calculated MP-n adsorption energy and the PW9
geometry. Future studies allowing structural relaxation w
clarify this point.

3. Sensitivity to the KEDF choice

A crucial feature of our embedding scheme is the cho
of the kinetic energy density functional~KEDF!. Since the
exact KEDF is unknown~similar to the exact exchange
correlation functional! an ambiguity arises in our theory
However, the choice of the KEDF is not as critical in o
embedding theory as it is in orbital-free DFT,39 since the
KEDF enters, e.g., the Hartree–Fock equations only as
effective one-electron operator and is therefore a seco
order effect. Of course, the influence of various KEDFs
the results must be investigated. Table III contains adsorp
energies using different approximations for the kinetic e
ergy functionals used in the embedding potential. It turns
that the gradient-corrected functionals~CGE! result in much

TABLE II. Adsorption energy (DEads) for CO on Pd~111!.

DEads/eV
Pd3 /CO

embedded
Pd3 /CO

not embedded

E(HF) 22.13 21.75
E(MP-2) 21.42 24.55
E(MP-4) 21.55 25.03
Eslab~PW91) 21.71 to22.07a

Eslab~LDA) 22.98
E(expt.) 21.47 to21.54b

aReference 2~a!.
bReference 38.
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more accurate interaction energies on the correlated l
compared to the non-gradient-corrected ones@TF, ZLP ~Ref.
40!#. The use of gradient-corrected kinetic energy function
is consistent with the use of a gradient-corrected exchan
correlation functional~PW91!, due to the intimate relation
ship betweenTS andEXC .41 For comparison, we include in
Table III MP-4 results where we applied the local dens
approximation~LDA ! to the exchange-correlation function
in the embedding potential together with various kinetic e
ergy functionals. Obviously, LDA gives inferior resul
throughout the study, which is not surprising, since alrea
the LDA slab result is not at all in good agreement w
experiment (DEB522.98 eV). In such a case, even our em
bedding theory cannot compensate for all deficiencies of
local density approximation. It is interesting to note, thoug
that the MP-4 adsorption energies using a LDA embedd
potential seem to be almost independent of the choice of
kinetic energy functional; this is in contrast to the PW
embedding potential, which exhibits far higher sensitivity
the TS choice.

In conclusion, our embedding scheme works very w
for the calculation of the adsorption energy of CO/Pd~111! at
the MP-2 or MP-4 level of theory. We find that gradie
corrections for the embedding potential are mandatory to
sure accuracy, both for kinetic energy and exchan
correlation terms in the embedding potential.

TABLE III. Adsorption energy Pd3 /CO using different kinetic energy func
tionals for the embedding potential.E(MP-4!/LDA denotes a MP-4 calcu-
lation with a LDA exchange correlation embedding potential. All other e
ergies have been obtained with a PW91 exchange correlation embe
potential.

DEads/eV TTF11/9TvW TTF TZLP

E(HF) 22.13 21.86 21.92
E(MP-2) 21.42 22.13 22.05
E(MP-4) 21.55 22.21 22.13
E(MP-4!/LDA 21.98 22.04 22.02
Downloaded 11 Dec 2003 to 137.82.31.65. Redistribution subject to AI
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B. Benchmark vertical excitation energies for gas
phase CO

In order to estimate the accuracy of our embedded c
ter excited state calculations~vide infra!, we investigated the
dependence of CO vertical excitation energies on the ato
orbital basis, details of the CASSCF calculations, and the
of ECP’s. Energy differences between theX 1S1 ground
state and the low-lyinga 3P, b 3S1, d 3D, A 1P, andD 1D
states were calculated, and the influence of dynamical co
lation effects was investigated by MRSDCI calculations. T
geometry was kept fixed corresponding to the experime
gas phase value ofRc51.128 Å.42 Actually, a geometry op-
timization for theX 1S1 ground state results in a very sim
lar internuclear distance@Re51.133 Å, CAS~10/8!, basis
IV #. Throughout the study, the irreducible representations
the C2v subgroup of the molecular point groupC`v were
used to specify the states of interest. In Table IV, we pres
excitation energies for the four different basis sets introdu
in Sec. III ~Table I! together with experimental results from
the literature.43

1. Size of active space

Using basis I, excitation energies were calculated at
CASSCF level, optimizing the MO’s for each state sep
rately. Dynamical correlation effects were neglected. Two
tive spaces were employed: the CAS~10/8! space introduced
in Sec. III and a smaller CAS~6/6! space, which contains
only the 4s, 5s, 1p, and 2p* -MO’s. Obviously, the
CAS~6/6! space is too small to give accurate results, sin
the difference between the CAS~10/8! and CAS~6/6! can be
larger than 1 eV depending on the state~see, e.g., the
X 1S1→A 1P transition!. Furthermore, using the irreducibl
representations of theC2v molecular subgroup to specify th
state of interest in a CAS~6/6! calculation can result in an
energetically wrong ordering of states compared to
CAS~10/8! calculation. For instance, the lowest3A1 state in a
CAS~6/6! calculation corresponds to thed 3D state and not to
theb 3S1 state as in CAS~10/8!. Therefore, we conclude tha
the size of the active space in our subsequent embedded
ter calculations should be similar to that of a CAS~10/8!

-
ing
(
TABLE IV. Vertical excitation energies,DE ~eV!, relative to ground stateX 1S1 CO for different basis sets and electron correlation methodsRe

51.128 Å).

State

Basis I Basis II Basis III Basis IV

ExperimentaCAS~6/6! CAS~10/8! CAS~10/8! MRSDCI CAS~10/8! MRSDCI CAS~10/8! MRSDCI

a 3P 7.36 6.67 6.60 6.31 6.65 6.32 6.65 6.34 6.25
b 3S1 ~9.23!b 9.15 11.42 11.08 10.66 10.47 10.48 10.36 10.25

8.38 fora 3S1

d 3D ~10.28!c ~10.14!c 10.14 9.55 10.12 9.42 10.12 9.43 9.25
A 1P 10.34 9.26 9.19 8.68 9.23 8.59 9.23 8.60 8.38

~9.61!d ~9.08!d

D 1D 11.03 10.78 10.78 10.29 10.72 10.12 10.72 10.13 10.00
8.88 for I 1S2

aReference 43.
bState isd 3D (Lit: DE59.25 eV).
cState ise 3S2 (Lit: DE59.69 eV).
dState-averaged CASSCF.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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calculation. As pointed out in Sec. III, the active space in
embedding calculation contains only seven orbitals, wh
the 6s* -MO is excluded from the active space, resulting in
CAS~10/7! calculation. We find that the inclusion of th
6s* -MO is not necessary for the accuracy required in
embedding calculation. As further evidence, the MRSD
vertical excitation energies for aX 1S1→1P transition dif-
fer only by 0.03 eV~basis IV!, depending on the referenc
space used@CAS~10/7! or CAS~10/8!, respectively#. There-
fore, the CAS~10/7! calculation is certainly sufficient in the
embedded cluster calculations. Nevertheless, our gas p
results may be regarded independently as accurate be
mark calculations of CO vertical excitation energies. For t
reason, we also included the 6s* -MO in the active space in
these gas phase calculations.

2. State-averaged versus state-optimized CASSCF

For the (X 1S1→A 1P) excitation, the effect of a state
averaged CASSCF calculation was investigated, sinc
state-averaging procedure is applied in our embedded clu
calculations. In this procedure, one common set of MO’s
both states is obtained by superposition of the correspon
one-particle density matrices with equal weights, i.e.,

Gav50.5•G110.5•G2 . ~17!

Obviously, the approximate state-averaging reduces the
tical excitation energy slightly compared to the sta
optimized results@0.18 eV for CAS~10/8!#. For the excitation
of interest in the embedding calculations (X 1S1→A 1P),
we obtain an energy of 9.08 eV~state-averaged! instead of
9.26 eV~state-optimized!.

3. Error due to ECP’s

The next point to address is the use of pseudopoten
~ECP’s! in excited state calculations, since their construct
generally is based on ground-state wavefunctions. In orde
investigate this question, Table IV provides a comparison
excitation energies obtained with basis I~using ECP’s! and
with basis II~no ECP’s, but similar valence basis set qual
compared to basis I!. The accuracy of the results depen
strongly on the state under investigation. The application
the ECP approximation turns out to be valid fora 3P, A 1P,
andD 1D states. By contrast, a large error is obtained for
b 3S1 state~2.27 eV!. For thed 3D state, the results eve
imply a wrong ordering of states, since the state that is s
posed to be thed 3D state ~in C2v symmetry, a3A2 state!
turns out to be ofe 3S2 symmetry. Given the use of pseud
potentials in the DFT slab calculations of CO/Pd~111!, we
must employ ECP’s on the Pd, C, and O atoms in the e
bedded region for consistency. However, this therefore
stricts the excited states which we can expect to study a
rately to A 1P, a 3P, and D 1D states. Furthermore, w
found vertical excitation energies obtained with Troullie
Martins pseudopotentials to be less accurate than those
tained by using ECPs. This is not surprising, since
Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials are built within a DF
formalism~unscreened with a DFT exchange-correlation p
tential! and therefore would not be expected to give accur
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results for a CI calculation. As will be shown later, the mo
interesting transition is theX 1S1→A 1P transition, since
contradictory experimental results are discussed in the lit
ture concerning the correct vertical excitation energy.44–46

For this excitation, the use of ECPs results in a CASS
excitation energy of 9.26 eV~state-optimized!, whereas the
use of Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials produces 9.50

4. MRSDCI calculations: Basis set effects

In Table IV we also report MRSDCI results for basis I
in order to judge the importance of dynamical correlati
effects. In general, the inclusion of dynamical correlati
tends to reduce the vertical excitation energies for all sta
under investigation~by 0.3–0.6 eV!. This is also true for the
larger basis sets III and IV. Furthermore, for all but one st
(b 3S1), the DZP basis set~basis II! yields virtually identi-
cal results compared to basis III and IV, i.e., the absol
differences are in the order are in the order of 0.05 eV. T
increase of basis set quality from TZP to QZP does
change the results. The only exception is theb 3S1 state,
which exhibits a slow convergence with basis set size du
its Rydberg-type character. Diffuse functions are essentia
an accurate description. Therefore, a larger error is obta
if this state is calculated using basis I or II.

5. Assessment of expected correlation Õbasis set error
in CASSCF embedding

Next, we should compare the state-averaged CAS~10/8!
excitation energy obtained with basis I~corresponding to the
level of calculation in subsequent embedded cluster stud!
with the precise MRSDCI excitation energy using basis
As pointed out above, state averaging reduces the ver
excitation energy slightly, as does the inclusion of dynami
correlation effects. State-averaged CAS~10/8!/basis I yields a
vertical excitation energy of about 9.08 eV, where
MRSDCI/basis IV produces 8.60 eV. Thus, an intrinsic ov
estimation of the vertical excitation energy for the (X 1S1

→A 1P) transition of about 0.5 eV can be traced back to t
basis set limitations, state-averaging, and the neglect of
namical electron correlation. This error should be kept
mind when our excited state embedded cluster calculat
for CO/Pd~111! are compared to experimental values.

Finally, we compare our results for the vertical excitati
energies for the gas phase CO molecule with the experim
tal values of Ref. 43. In general, our MRSDCI results~Table
IV ! agree very well with the data reported in Ref. 43. T
deviations are on the order of only 0.2 eV. However,
should be pointed out that the lowest-lying states in the c
respondingC2v subgroup irreducible representations3A1 and
1A2 are reported to bea 3S1 and I 1S2 states. This is in
qualitative disagreement with our calculations, where
find theb 3S1 andD 1D to be the lowest states correspon
ing to the3A1 and1A2 irreducible representations. Therefor
we believe the vertical excitation energies for thea 3S1 and
I 1S2 states reported in Ref. 43 to be incorrect. Actual
vertical transitions from the ground state equilibrium geo
etry (R51.128 Å) into these states address quite repuls
parts of the excited state potential curves, where an accu
assignment may be difficult. However, our MRSDCI/ba
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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IV results agree very well with the data in Ref. 43 if th
energy differences between theX 1S1 and thea 3S1/I 1S2

states are calculated each at their respective equilibrium
tance, i.e.,Re51.352 Å for thea 3S1 and Re51.391 Å for
I 1S2. The results reported in Table V exhibit differenc
with Ref. 43 of less than 0.05 eV.

In conclusion, the calculations reported in this sect
allow us to estimate the error in vertical excitation energ
in subsequent calculations for CO/Pd~111! due to basis se
limitations, state averaging and neglect of dynamical co
lation. We performed highly accurate MRSDCI benchma
calculations for vertical transitions from the electron
ground state to the low-lying excited electronic states of C
We expect an overestimation for the (X 1S1→A 1P) transi-
tion energy of about 0.5 eV, when these intrinsic approxim
tions are introduced into the subsequent embedding calc
tions.

C. COÕPd„111…: Vertical excitation energies

As mentioned earlier, beyond accurate calculations
ground state properties such as adsorption energies, our
bedding theory enables us to investigate electronic exc
states of adsorbates on metal surfaces. In the present s
we investigate vertical excitation energies of CO adsorbed
Pd~111!.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy~EELS! is the most
common tool available for the experimental determination
vertical excitation energies of molecules on surfaces, bu
suffers from poor resolution on metal surfaces and there
the assignment of particular transitions can be ambiguo
Netzeret al.44 reported an excitation energy for the CO i
ternal 1(5s/1p→2p* ) excitation to be 13.5 eV. Howeve
EELS results reported by Freundet al.45 and Avouriset al.46

for various analogous systems, such as CO/Fe~110!, CO/
Ni~100!, and CO/Cu~100!, attribute a feature in the spectra
about 8.0–9.0 eV to this excitation. Actually, this is ve
similar to the (X 1S1→A 1P) vertical excitation energy of a
CO molecule in the gas phase~see Sec. IV B!.

In order to clarify whether CO on Pd~111! is an excep-
tion regarding vertical excitation energies or if the assig
ment by Netzeret al. is incorrect, we performed embedde
cluster CI calculations using Pd3/CO and Pd6/CO clusters
~the latter to investigate the cluster size effect!.

First of all, appropriate orbitals for the subsequent
calculations are obtained by CASSCF, where we include
3s, 4s, 5s, 1p, and 2p* -orbitals in the active space. Thi
CAS~10/7! active is very similar to the CAS~10/8! space,
which is sufficient to obtain accurate excitation energies~see
Sec. IV B!. A balanced description of both electronic stat
@the ground state and the1(5s/1p→2p* ) excited state# is

TABLE V. Adiabatic energy difference,DE, between theX 1S1 state (Re

51.128 Å) and two excited states (a 3S1, I 1S2) at their equilibrium in-
teratomic distances.

State DE(MRSDCI!/eV Experimenta

a 3S1 (Re51.352 Å) 6.88 6.92
I 1S2 (Re51.391 Å) 8.10 8.11

aReference 43.
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achieved by constructing state-averaged orbitals accordin
Eq. ~17!. The embedding operators are constructed us
these state-averaged densities. This procedure ensures
the iteratively updated embedding operators are consis
with the CASSCF energy functional.

After constructing the one-particle space in the prese
of the infinite background, we can use these state-avera
MO’s for an embedded CI study in which the configurati
space is identical to the active space of the preced
CAS~10/7! calculation. However, as pointed out in Sec. I
the embedding operators are now constructed using
ground state closed shell reference configuration. Thus,
assume the ground-state-density-based embedding oper
to be appropriate for excited state CI calculations as w
Certainly, this approach must be regarded as a first appr
mation and future studies have to be performed in orde
prove the general applicability of the present scheme.
extension of this strategy to a more rigorous treatment
excited states will be presented in Sec. VI as a perspect

The results for vertical excitation energies for the tran
tion of interest are reported in Table VI. The geometry of t
cluster/adsorbate complex is kept fixed at the ground s
values reported in Sec. III. For Pd3/CO and Pd6/CO we ob-
tain excitation energies of 9.6 eV and 9.8 eV, respective
This lends confidence that our results are converged w
respect to the cluster size. Our results clearly suggest
assignment of Netzeret al.44 @13.5 eV for the 1(5s/1p
→2p* ) excitation# to be incorrect. As pointed out in the las
section, our calculations overestimate the (X 1S1→A 1P)
excitation energy by about 0.5 eV due to correlation a
basis set limitations.

Taking this error into account, we would predict a ver
cal 1(5s/1p→2p* ) excitation energy for CO/Pd~111! of
9.1–9.3 eV, which is in very good agreement with the obs
vations of Freundet al.45 and Avouriset al.46 for analogous
systems.

To demonstrate the relevance of an accurate embed
potential, we performed nonembedded cluster calculation
well. As shown in Table VI, the excitation energies are mu
too small~3.1–4.5 eV!. This failure of nonembedded cluste
calculations can be traced back to an underestimation of
Pauli-repulsion between the CO 2p* -orbital and the ex-
tended surface in the absence of the embedding poten
The presence of the surface increases the energy of
2p* -orbital and consequently also the energy of t
1(5s/1p→2p* ) excitation. Furthermore, the embeddin
potential increases the gap between the occupied and vi
orbital energies in general. This results in a much better c
vergence of the MP-n series in the presence of the embe
ding operators, since the quasidegeneracies which cause

TABLE VI. Vertical excitation energy for the1(5s/1p→2p* ) transition:
CASSCF~10/7!/CI.

DE/eV Pd3 /CO Pd6 /CO

With embedding 9.6 9.8
Without embedding 4.5 ~3.1!a

aReference 47.
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divergence of the MP-n series in the absence of the embe
ding potential~Sec. IV A 2! no longer occur.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we performed CASSCF and CI calculatio
on clusters embedded in an extended environment that
been treated at the DFT level using periodic slab models.
have demonstrated its ability to systematically reduce
error in DFT calculations locally for ground states and
accurately calculate localized excited states in a periodic
infinite condensed phase. In our density-based embed
cluster approach, an effective one electron embedding op
tor is constructed from a periodic DFT calculation. In a su
sequent quantum chemical cluster calculation, this emb
ding operator is self-consistently updated.

Our approach has been applied to the well stud
adsorbate/substrate system, CO/Pd~111!. We were able to ac-
curately calculate the adsorption energy at the MP-4 leve
theory. We demonstrated that gradient-corrected excha
correlation and kinetic energy functionals are required in
construction of the embedding potential to ensure suffic
accuracy. The applicability of pseudopotentials in the cal
lation of kinetic energy potential contributions to the embe
ding operator was investigated in detail and a local trun
tion criterion on the conventional gradient expansion of
kinetic energy functional was introduced. A vertical excit
tion energy for the CO internal1(5s/1p→2p* ) transition
has been calculated in an embedded CASSCF/CI appr
for the system CO/Pd~111!, for which contradictory experi-
mental results have been reported in the literature. We fo
the vertical excitation energy to be similar to the gas ph
value, i.e., about 9 eV. Thus, our results corroborate the
perimental findings for related systems such as CO/Fe~110!,
CO/Ni~100!, and CO/Cu~100!.45,46

The applicability of our embedding theory to electron
cally excited states is by no means straightforward, since
embedding operators are—at least partially—construc
from a DFT density, i.e., a theory based on the electro
ground state. A possible refinement could be realized in
following scheme:

~1! First, an embedding calculation for the electronic grou
state would be performed to obtain the density in reg
I, r I~GS).

~2! The density of region II,r II~GS) is explicitly calculated
by
rII~GS)5r tot~GS!2rI~GS!. ~18!

~3! If the cluster is sufficiently large, the density in region
is the same for ground and excited states, i.e.,

r II~GS!5rII~ES!5rII . ~19!

~4! Now, for excited states, state-averaged CASSCF calc
tions can be applied rigorously, so a state averaged d
sity r I~AV) can be obtained.

~5! Finally, r tot(AV) and all embedding operators dependi
on r I~AV) and r tot(AV) can be updated by

r tot~AV !5rI~AV !1rII . ~20!
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Future studies will provide insight into the advantage
this proposed refinement of our embedding scheme and
validate the approximations applied in the present work.
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